
DES 320 Drafting & Sketching for Design (Trogu) Spring 2024 -- Required tools

Note: images not to scale Prices may vary.

Item Item pic Amazon Blick Flax

1 Staedtler Mars Technico 780 2mm M— Mechanical Lead Holder for technical precision drawing — 
use with 2H lead (graphite).

$8.92 $9.87 $12.00

2 Staedtler Mars Plastic Eraser. — — $1.60

3 Dahle 301 Precision Sharpener for 2mm Leads. $7.97 — $10.80

4 Coopay Triangle Set 30/60° (9") & 45/45° (6") -- Triangle Hollow — For drafting with $15.99 — —

5 Kern Jointed Bow Drafting Compass — For drawing circles and geometric constructions. $21.99 $21.99 —

6 Compass alternative Alvin Introductory Bow Drafting Compass $14.99 $14.07 —

7 Alumicolor Aluminum Straight Edge 12-Inch Silver $7.00 $6.50 —

8 Optional 1: Alumicolor Aluminum Straight Edge 15-Inch $6.95 — —

9 Optional 2: Officemate Steel Ruler 15 inches $6.13 — —

10 OLFA 180 Multi-Purpose Knife 9mm — DO NOT use X-acto knife type $6.94 $3.99 $4.30

11 Strathmore 9x12 inch 300 Series Bristol Pad Smooth Surface — For technical drawing. $8.15 $10.95

12 Strathmore Tracing Paper Pad 9x12" 25 lb (41g/m2). $7.38 $6.22 $6.95

13 Canson Sketching Pad Fine Grain 9x12" 50lb (74g/m2) — For freehand sketching. Will have 
some in class the first few weeks.

— $9.63 $10.50

14 Lumograph Pencil B for sketching. $1.78 $2.00

15 Staedtler Double Hole Pencil Sharpener — For regular pencils, including B above. $5.99 $5.70 $5.10

16 Multi-Surface Adhesive Tape, 0.94 Inches x 60 Yards, 1 Roll $3.49 — —

17 3M Magic Tape with Dispenser 3/4" x 800” — For rough cube construction. — — $2.85

18 Aleene's 29682 All Purpose Turbo Tacky Glue, 4-Ounce — For final cube construction. $3.27 $3.49 $3.69

Total Min: $90.84 Total Max: $118.87
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https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Mars-Technico-Holder-780/dp/B000WL4WEC/ref=sr_1_2?crid=3LEJXGTBMDPP7&keywords=Staedtler+Mars+Technico+780+Lead+Holder
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-mars-technico-780-lead-holder/
https://flaxart.com/mars-780-lead-holder/
https://flaxart.com/staedtler-mars-eraser/
https://www.amazon.com/Dahle-Precision-Pointer-Sharpener-Measuring/dp/B0040KE5UC
https://flaxart.com/dahle-lead-pointer/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B088GPB8WR
https://www.amazon.com/Kern-Jointed-Bow-Compasses/dp/B076KPZ2BT/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/kern-jointed-bow-compass/
https://www.amazon.com/Alvin-201-Introductory-Compass-Divider/dp/B007RZJTY4
https://www.dickblick.com/products/alvin-introductory-bow-compass
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0008G8GB6
https://www.dickblick.com/items/alumicolor-standard-straight-edge-12-silver/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SZ24VGL
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00IXLPO8G/ref=ppx_od_dt_b_asin_title_s05
https://www.amazon.com/OLFA-5001-Multi-Purpose-Handle-Utility/dp/B000BO1JO6
https://www.dickblick.com/products/olfa-snap-off-blade-cutter/
https://flaxart.com/olfa-180-multi-purpose-knife-9mm/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-300-series-bristol-pad-9-x-12-smooth-20-sheets/
https://flaxart.com/strathmore-300-series-bristol-pads/
https://www.amazon.com/Strathmore-370-9-Tracing-Bound-Sheets/dp/B0027AAIB2
https://www.dickblick.com/items/strathmore-300-series-tracing-paper-9-x-12-50-sheets/
https://flaxart.com/strathmore-300-series-tracing-pads/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/canson-xl-recycled-sketch-pad-9-x-12-wirebound-side-100-sheets/
https://flaxart.com/canson-xl-recycled-sketch-pad-9-x-12/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/staedtler-lumograph-pencil-b/
https://flaxart.com/mars-lumograph-graphite-pencils/
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Metal-Double-Sharpener-512001BK/dp/B005D5ZOH6
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-pencil-grip-two-hole-pencil-sharpener/
https://flaxart.com/staedtler-two-hole-pencil-sharpener/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00004Z49T
https://flaxart.com/scotch-magic-tape-with-dispenser/
https://www.amazon.com/Aleenes-29682-Purpose-Turbo-4-Ounce/dp/B009GIIKO0
https://www.dickblick.com/products/aleenes-turbo-tacky-glue/
https://flaxart.com/aleenes-quick-dry-tacky-glue-4-oz/
pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Mars Steadtler mechanical lead holder with 2mm lead, which should be 2H hardness. Sometimes the lead holder comes with that hardness; more often it comes with HB (#2 hardness, which is too soft for precision drafting). Lead hardness of 2H is required for your technical drawings to be sharp and neat. One could use the kind of mechanical pencil that takes very thin leads and just advances with the click at the top; but those tend to break and even though they come in different thicknesses (for example 0.5 mm) one can never really get a very sharp point. The point is always blunt as they can't really be sharpened, only pushed forward. So my requirement is for this more robust and precise tool. Although you already likely own the other more common type, you must not use that type for drafting.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Staedtler plastic eraser. The one to have for drafting and sketching, although don't use it when doing free-hand sketches and drawings. Only Flax listed it as a single item (Amazon only has packages with multiple pieces).

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Dahle 301 Precision Sharpener for 2mm leads. To be used with the mechanical lead holder. It can sharpen the lead to a super-fine point, up to 1/250th of an inch. Please note that he channel where the lead slides through has small shavings left over from the plastic injection process. We will open up that channel together in class using a small round file.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Coopay brand drafting triangle set:• Left edge 9" with 30/60/90 degree corners.• Left edge 6" with 45/45/90 degrees corners. They have built-in inches and centimeters/millimeter markings. The markings do not start at the corner which is very good as the corners tend to get chipped and it's always best to measure from a point on a line rather than from a corner. I checked the markings against a very precise Mylar ruler (Schaedler Precision Ruler): they are exact and they do match. So you can use these triangles as a benchmark. Ideally your other rulers should match these. The markings are very useful, so this is a good buy. I also checked the triangles' true "square" (the square corner) and they are good. In the tools video I only show the test for the Alvin triangles, which are also good and "square".

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Kern (Swiss) drafting compass (for circles up to 12" diameter). While this is the more expensive of the two items shown, it's reasonable as Kern is one of the best compass brands still around. Very precise. Adjust aperture by pressing spring-loaded buttons on compass arms to open to approximate diameter, then fine-tune distance with center wheel. This compass will be available for work done in class. Unfortunately we don't have enough yet to lend them home to all the students in both sections. Don't forget to check with your friends and family as older folk might still own beautiful compasses from their school days, stored away in the attic or in a forgotten drawer. Such vintage sets (95% of the time of good quality if made before 1980) can also be found on Etsy or Ebay. If not already 2H, replace the lead that comes with the compass with a piece of 2H lead, to be sharpened into a chisel shape as shown in the tools video.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Alvin Introductory Bow Drafting Compass, for circles up to 12" diameter. Less expensive but not as high quality. Unfortunately there is a lot of variation and sometimes more expensive does not mean better quality; the more expensive Kern is an exception. If not already 2H, replace the lead that comes with the compass with a piece of 2H lead, to be sharpened into a chisel shape as shown in the tools video.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Alumicolor straigth edge (ruler) with inch and centimeters/millimeter markings. Length: 12". Front and back sides shown. Very good ruler with accurate markings, absolutely necessary if your triangles do not have markings, and for drawing most longer lines when doing perspective.
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Sticky Note
Alumicolor straigth edge (ruler) with inch and centimeters/millimeter markings. Length: 15". This is nice to have but a bit harder to transport. Very useful when doing perspective as it covers all possible distances in our assignments.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
An alternative to the Alumicolor 15" ruler.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Olfa 180 Cutting Knife (Made in Japan). This is the best cutter for the money, original design from the 1970s. Metal. A quick and safe snap of the pre-scored blade sections makes sharpening a breeze. DO NOT use X-Acto knives, they are not good despite their popularity. I explain in the video why I discourage X-acto knives and require Olfa knives. Please note that X-acto brand makes also a knife similar to the Olfa 180 but it's plastic and not as good.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Strathmore Bristol technical drawing and drafting paper pad 9x12. Used for the technical drawings. Should be heavy-weight (100 lb cover (American weight) / 260g/sq meter (Euro weight) and must be "smooth" surface (NOT vellum). At time of writing unavailable on Amazon but available at Flax and Blicks.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Strathmore tracing paper pad. Translucent, inexpensive paper useful in all kinds of drawings, particularly for designers. The weight is light: 25 lb / 40g sq meter (similar to letterhead paper). Strathmore is a good brand but others are fine too for this kind of paper.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Canson general purpose sketching paper, used for all hand-drawn free-hand drawings. Weight is 50 lb / 74 g/sq meter (about twice as heavy as copy paper. Canson is shown, but other brands are fine.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Lumograph pencil B for free-hand sketching. HB and B are good for general purpose sketching. DO NOT use this type of pencils for precision drafting.
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Sticky Note
Staedtler sharpener for standard pencils. Includes a second hole for larger diameter pencils or pastels.

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Multi-purpose tape to hold down drawing sheet when doing precision drafting with T-square and drafting triangles. See also the optional, but more expensive drafting dots below (#23 on page 2).

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
Multi-purpose tape to hold down drawing sheet when doing precision drafting with T-square and drafting triangles. See also the optional, but more expensive drafting dots below (#23 on page 2).

pinotrogu
Sticky Note
White glue used for the construction of the final cube model.



DES 320 Drafting & Sketching for Design (Trogu) Spring 2024       
Optional, recommended (for industrial design classes), or alternative tools & supplies (various sources -- notes to come)

A = Amazon  
B = Blick  
F = Flax

1 Art Alternatives Drafting triangle 10" 30/60/90 -- AA27137 $9.49 Art-Alternatives

2 Art Alternatives Drafting triangle 8" 45/45/90 -- AA27134 $8.79 Art-Alternatives

3 Stainless Steel Erasing Shield $3.99 A

4 Sandpaper pad for sharpening mechanical lead holder and compass leads (manual alternative to 
Dahle 301

$1.90 B

5 ScotchBlue Multi-Surface Painter's Tape 0.70 Inches x 60 Yards $4.49 A

6 Staedtler Pencil Set 12 Hard/Soft Degrees from 2H to 8B $18.47 A

7 Dahle Canister Pencil Sharpener (as an alternative, sharpen pencils by hand) B $6.49 B

8 ALVIN T-Square 24 inch $25.75 A

9 Alvin 8.5x12 Self-healing cutting mat (use the back of your drafting pad as alternative) B $9.99 A

10 Top quality pencil sharpener (Blackwing) B $15.00 B

11 Palomino Blackwing 602 pencils for sketching – set of 12 B $27.00 B

12 Mirado Black Warrior pencils for sketching (set of 12) B $3.24 B

13 Staedtler drafting dots (instead of tape to hold drafting sheet down) B $14.50 B

14 Bone folder (for paper and bookbinding projects) O $5.70 Talas

15 Color pencils 1: Prismacolor Verithin color pencils (harder, hexagonal cross-section) set of 12 B $9.87 B

16 Color pencils 2: Prismacolor Premier color pencils (softer, round cross-section) set of 12 B $14.59 B

17 Shaedler precision rules (inches, decimal inches, millimeters, & picas) original twin set O $49.98 Shaedler

18 Architect’s scale. $8.64 A

19 Drafting board with parallel edge (or without to use with T-square). Various Various

20 Mitutoyo 500-196-30CAL Digital Caliper with Calibration Inch/Metric 0-6" Range $161.70 A

21 16 Lineco PVA Adhesive 8 Ounces $10.00 A

22 2 Staedtler Mars Lead 2mm 2H (12count) $9.77 A
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https://www.art-alternatives.com/acrylic-triangle
https://www.art-alternatives.com/acrylic-triangle
https://www.amazon.com/Alvin-Stainless-Steel-Erasing-Shield/dp/B000HF6VK6
https://flaxart.com/sandpaper-pointer-pad/
https://www.amazon.com/ScotchBlue-Painters-Multi-Use-70-Inch-2090-18E/dp/B00004Z4BB
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Lumograph-Graphite-Drawing-Sketching/dp/B001OUS8J0
https://www.dickblick.com/items/dahle-canister-pencil-sharpener-dual-hole/
https://www.amazon.com/Alvin-Transparent-Edge-T-Square-C24/dp/B003ZXTCKS/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00251I5P4
https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-long-point-pencil-sharpener/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/palomino-blackwing-pencils/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/paper-mate-mirado-black-warrior-pencil/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/staedtler-drafting-dots/
https://www.talasonline.com/Bone-Folders?quantity=1&number=352&length=43
https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-verithin-pencil-set-set-of-12-colors-set-of-12/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/prismacolor-premier-colored-pencils-set-of-12/
https://www.schaedlerprecision.com/products.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-12-Inches-Architect-Triangular-98718-31BK/dp/B001E67XZ4
https://www.thearchitectsguide.com/blog/drafting-board
https://www.amazon.com/Mitutoyo-500-196-30CAL-Absolute-Calibration-Resolution/dp/B00JPHK2NO
https://www.amazon.com/Lineco-901-1008-Neutral-Adhesive-Ounces/dp/B001I6FEHE
https://www.amazon.com/Staedtler-Mars-Carbon-Lead-2mm/dp/B001UN5TKW
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